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The disconnection between thinking and working 
politically
• Often our tools for thinking politically (i.e. APEAs, systems mapping, 

etc) don’t impact the way we work 
• WPs due 60 days after award 
• APEA conducted during the chaos of startup 
• Difficulty connecting findings to recommendations



Interventions are complex

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To set the scene, we find ourselves usually in one of 3 scenarios: simple, complicated, complex.Like baking a cake: you have a clear end result with a process that is predictable, and linear. There are known knowns, and known unknowns. It is also repeatable: you’ll get the same result (unless you make a mistake).Like building a rocket: you have a clear end result with a process that has multiple causal pathways and varied interventions. There will be known knowns and known unknowns, but the process is still relatively linear and can be repeated to get the same end product.Like raising a child: the end result isn’t entirely clear, and the pathway is highly complex. You have to learn as you go, change strategy, and have multiple unknown unknowns. There will be feedback loops and unpredictable environmental factors, and this cannot be repeated to get the same result.This is the domain development or any kind of programming work that usually finds itself in.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a more realistic representation of complexity, especially when considering RoL programmes. When we talk about complexity we invariably talk about complex systems.Think about it: a flock of birds is an informal system.  You see a beautiful shape moving through the sky because every individual bird (‘actor’) is doing something. While they are doing something, they are also interacting with and reacting to the birds in immediate proximity to it who are also doing something. and while they are behaving and reacting to others’ behaviours, they are each responding to the environment: to gravitational forces, magnetic fields, weather, predators, obstacles… and similar.So this combination of individual behaviours, reactive behaviours and environmental factors give rise to a flock in a certain shape that moves in a certain way.



What is complexity?
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Presentation Notes
This understanding of complex systems is relevant to us because this is how problems tend to operate because problems actually emerge from complex systems of people doing things, interacting with each other, and reacting to our environment. And so, complexity is this combination of individual reactive behaviors and reaction to our environment.In a really complex setting we are dealing with complex behavioural systems, and we are trying to create change in these systems through programming. �



What is complex change in a system?
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Presenter Notes
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Effectively, when entering a system, you are hoping to inject a small to medium amount of change with target groups, and see this cascade across the system in terms of secondary change, tertiary change, and so on. But then you’re never in isolation. You have other actors working in the same system and you have to hope that you’re moving the system in a complimentary way, rather than in a way that disrupts it.… but then, you have to take into account the fact that you’re focused on people who are fundamentally the most unpredictable creatures…And, then you take all of this into account and hopefully this changes the shape of the system … This all starts to feel incredibly stressful as there is so much going on at once … Which is why we need a complex intervention and tools that respond to complexity and work with it, rather than shoehorning things into something that don’t fit.



Actor-Based Change Framework Process

Strategic 
Foresight
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How do we get there? Well there are 6 steps.Step 1: identify your problem. Step 2: identify your actors associated with it. Step 3: build your AB systems map with influence lines. Step 4: find a meaningful in. If you can’t, reconsider your intervention or find a friend. Step 5: identify the problem behaviours, and do a change frame for the problem behaviour of your ‘in’, and identify which you can affect. If it’s out of scope, reconsider your intervention or find a friend. Step 6: align this work to your ToC, and add all relevant assumptions.…which is a lot of work.I have used ABC extensively in my work and it is critical that it is participatory because it requires collective knowledge and perspective. It can take several days to work through. This is absolutely all worth it for the trade off but it is a lot for smaller or rapid interventions that need good programme theory.



The ABC Process



Problem

Causes

Consequences

What is the nature and magnitude of the 
problem you are addressing?

What are the drivers of the problem you are 
addressing?

What are the positive and negative results of 
the problem you are addressing?

Which 
actor 

groups are 
associated 
with these?

     

Actor-based approach to capturing system dynamics: 
actor identification
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Then, once defined, we think about the actors associated with it. an actor can be a particularly influential individual – such as a minister – or a group  - such as community faith leaders.



Actor-based approach to capturing system dynamics: 
‘ins’

Presenter Notes
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You then as a group map out the actors we have decided are associated, and the lines of influence. This gives you an A-B SM!NOW. This can be really tricky as it’s easy to fall into mapping hierarchies or existing systems. That’s not what we are after. We want who INFLUENCES who. Which then influences the behaviour here…



Actor-based approach to changing system dynamics: 
complex change in a system

C t d b  k i   

Lack of British habits
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So what next? We need to think about how to cause change.�Let’s say the problem is the lack of British habits – this is a poor example of a problem statement but I’m keeping it simple - , and you’re working over here with me and you have analysed your way in and it’s all good. You also know my current behaviour is not drinking tea and needs to be drinking tea. Let’s say you are trying to enter via the Judiciary who are inefficiently sentencing perpetrators.You can see where this problematic behaviour has a knock-on effect in terms of influence. This behaviour influences the behaviour here…



Actor-based approach to changing system dynamics: 
behaviour change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You invoke your handy COM-B… and unpack!COM-B is best build in the Susan Michie interpretation as noted in the infamous paper and her subsequent work… for those unfamiliar, that is to say the COM-B model of behaviour change.For those unfamiliar I will talk through this briefly. The idea is that behaviour can be understood as a combination of 3 aspects: c/m/o. what these are breaks down further, but in effect capability is your individual ability to do something, opportunity is your environmental enabling factors, and motivation is your internal will and desires. These break down as so. Capability can be seen as having two components: psychological ability – knowledge and theory – and your physical ability – operating something, handling it, etc – to do something.Opportunity breaks down into the physical enabling or barrier factors, such as infrastructure, natural hazards, etc, and the social enabling or barrier factors, such as cultural taboos, legislation, ways of working etc.Motivation then breaks down into your reflective motivation – have you been persuaded to think that – and your automatic motivation – have you always felt that way about it.Once you’ve identified the behaviour and the component reasons for its existence, you need to then use these to shift the behaviour into the new one. In effect, you will need then change in terms of c/m/o. For example, if am not drinking tea and you need me to, you can use this model to understand why I am not drinking tea and how to support me to drink it…



Actor-based approach to changing system dynamics: 
behaviour change

Not drinking tea Drinking teaB
Cannot operate a kettle
Don’t understand how to make 
tea

Access to kettle and teabags
No social taboos, workplace 
structures permit hot drink 
breaks.
Cultural coffee drinking

Neither desire nor lack of desire 
to drink tea, preference for 
coffee

C
O
M

Can operate a kettle
Understands how to make tea

Access to kettle and teabags
No social taboos, workplace 
structures permit hot drink 
breaks.
Cultural tea and coffee drinking

Understands health benefits of 
tea & risk of over-caffeinating; 
desire to drink sometimes

      

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suppose my current state behaviour is ‘not drinking tea’, and you want my future state behaviour to be ‘drinking tea’, as this is a crucial step towards the direct benefit of positive British habits. First, you must understand why I am not drinking tea – why are you seeing this behaviour?Once identified,  you can understand how to change my behaviour: give me knowledge and skills, and/or physical access to the things I need, and/or break some social stigma (not quite so simple), and/or help me see the value in drinking itSo, remember getting me to drink tea? Orange is what needs to change, so areas for intervention : you can give me the skills to make tea and explain that chain-drinking coffee isn’t necessarily the best for me and that green tea is healthy. This is behaviour change unpacked. The next question is where the cold hose can come out … is your intervention able to do these things? In this case, perhaps you can train me and coach me to address the C and M, but if the blocker was instead a social taboo… then perhaps you can’t change my behaviour.  In this case the opportunities will be assumptions – things we will have to assume will continue to be the case because we cannot affect them. These are things that are essential for the new behaviour to hold, and so should be closely monitored.Now, if you are struggling to fill in this change frame, you need to scope more. Not knowing these things is often where we reach that situation in a programme where we ask ‘but why isn’t it working?!’. Let’s avoid even facing that situation 



Actor-based approach to changing system dynamics: 
complex change in a system
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This can be a really disappointing moment, when you realise that your ‘in’ is great, but you may not be able to shift their behaviour in a meaningful way. This is when the cold hoses come out and you need to have a serious conversation about your intervention. What might we look for next? If you can’t shift that part of what’s needed for behaviour change, can someone else do it? So, identifying partners…



Actor-based approach to theories of change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s suppose that you’ve found a meaningful in. You’ve found a behaviour change you can affect with your intervention and any other actors affecting the system if necessary. You know what the problem is, so you can translate that into a sustainable positive change. For those unfamiliar to the useful theory of change, Activities represent the preliminary activities, for example analyses or curricula development, etc., you perform in order to be able to deliverGoods and services, which are the products you provide to the stakeholders/actors/beneficiaries whom you Reach and they react to the activities and goods and services, which leads to Capability, opportunity, and motivation changes you want the actors to change in order toAchieve certain “behaviour changes”, which will lead to Direct benefits, which is expected to contribute to the overallSustainable positive change



B Drinking tea

C
O
M

Can operate a kettle
Understands how to make tea

Access to kettle and teabags
No social taboos, workplace 
structures permit hot drink 
breaks.
Cultural tea and coffee drinking
Understands health benefits of tea 
& risk of over-caffeinating; desire to 
drink sometimes

Positive British 
habits

Enjoyment of 
tea 

Jeta drinks tea

Gain skills and 
knowledge in tea 
making and tea 

benefits

Jeta engages in training 
and listens to advice

Tea making and 
kettle use training

Design training and 
training materials

Coaching on health 
benefits

Research on coffee 
drinking culture

Continued access 
to kettle and tea; 

workplace 
continues to 

permit tea breaks; 
coffee culture 

doesn’t increase 
influence; social 

taboos don’t 
emerge

Actor-based approach to changing system dynamics: 
behaviour change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your identified COM changes then naturally slot into you ToC with a little bit of thought, with assumptions readily filled out. The activities and goods and services then are more easily refined to what you actually need to see happening, with your reach pre-defined by ABC and the reaction relatively straight forward. Your direct benefits (DBs) and sustainable positive change (SPC) are defined by ABC as well.



Actor-based approach to capturing system dynamics
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Presentation Notes
So as a recap, there are a few steps here.�Step 1: identify your problem. Step 2: identify your actors associated with it. Step 3: build your AB systems map with influence lines. Step 4: find a meaningful in. If you can’t, reconsider your intervention or find a friend. Step 5: identify the problem behaviours, and do a change frame for the problem behaviour of your ‘in’, and identify which you can affect. If it’s out of scope, reconsider your intervention or find a friend. Step 6: align this work to your ToC, and add all relevant assumptions.Hands up if you feel you can see how this fits together? Great. Time to do it yourself!



Strategic foresight: scenario mapping 

Best case
What are potential shifts in the 
context that would produce the 
best case scenario for your 
project and the reforms you are 
advocating for? What does that 
world look like?  

Status quo
What does the world look like if 
there are no major shifts in the 
context? 

Worst case
What are potential shifts in the 
context that would produce the 
worst case scenario for your 
project and the reforms you are 
advocating for? What does that 
world look like?  By mapping these scenarios you can,

• Make your strategy robust against the 
worst case scenario 

• Monitor those potential shifts with 
everyday PEA

• Create contingencies if those shifts 
occur



Research Parking Lot 
• Throughout the workshop, when someone makes a statement, ask if it is 

backed by evidence, if it’s an opinion, or if we really don’t have enough 
information 

• Make a note each time we need more evidence and on what topic 
• Collect a full list of needed information 
• Prioritize the list by what is most important for project implementation 
• Conduct a small set of targeted interviews with key stakeholders to gather 

the needed information 
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